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Abstract

In this paper, we have studied the operation modes of satellite communication system. They include that signal transmission mode, signal processing mode and signal exchanging mode. We have especially studied the multiplex mode, modulation mode, coding mode, multiple-address connection, and channel distribution and exchanging system. All we have studied are important to the satellite communication station’s changing and signal processing.

Index Terms: Multiple-address; Modulation; Coding; Synchronization of TDMA system

1. Multiple-address connection

Multiple-address connection is the basic characteristic of satellite communication. It is the main content of satellite communication system. The so-called satellite communication system is the operation mode of satellite communication system, which is the signal transmission mode, signal processing mode and signal exchanging mode. They include multiple-address mode, modulating mode, coding mode and multiple-address connection mode and channel distribution and exchanging system.

Multiple-address connection means that many earth stations build their own channels by means of the common satellites, so this has realized a kind of communication mode between many earth stations. Multiple-address technique has improved the coefficient utilization of satellite communication link and flexibility of communication connection. [1]

Although multiple-address is different from multiplexing, they are similar in something. They are both used to study and resolve channel’s multiplexing, such as how to distinguish the combined signal during the process of transmission. They both include three steps during the process of communication: combining many
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signals, transmission of the combined signal and separating the combined signal. Fig. 1 shows the three steps. On the other hand, the signals’ multiplexing and separating in multiplexing are based on base band, and the signals come from speech channel directly. While the signals which processed in multiple-address come from different earth stations.[2]

![Fig. 1. Multiplexing and demultiplexing of signals](image)

So, we should distinguish signal and address clearly. When one earth station only sends one radio carrier or one radio frame, the concept of multiple-address is clear. But when one earth station sends several radio carriers or radio frames, we need to consider how to distinguish the concrete radio carriers or frames. So, there are some differences between distinguishing signal and distinguishing address. So, multiple-address connection is sometimes called multi-join.

The basis of realizing multiple-address technique is splitting signal, which is designed in signal sending terminal. So, many earth stations in the whole system send different signals. And these earth stations’ receiving terminals should have the ability of recognizing signal. This means that every receiving terminal can acquire the needed signal. Fig. 2 shows the whole system.

![Fig. 2. Realization of multiple-address connection](image)

A radio electric signal can be represented by many parameters. The basic parameters consist of radio frequency, time and space. The difference between signals can be concentrated on the difference between signal parameters.

In satellite communication, signal distribution and recognition can be realized by any parameter of signal. The most effect method which used to realize multiple-address connection is orthogonality if we consider the affection of noise and other factors.[3]

Usually, the design of good multiple-address system is a very complicated work, and we should consider the following factors: capacity requirements, coefficient of utilization of satellite frequency band, utilization of satellite power, adaptation to the increment of business and network, ability to processing all kinds of different
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businesses, technique factor and economic factor. There are many kinds of technologies to realize multiple-address connection mode. The usual multiple-address mode includes FDMA, TDMA, CDMA and SDMA at present. On the other hand, it also includes frequency reuse technology which using cross polarization distribution multiple-address connection mode. Because of the combination of computer and communication, multiple-address technology is still being developed.

Multiple-address technology is not only applied in satellite communication, but also ground communication net. Many communication stations communicate each other by means of one radio-frequency channel in ground communication net; they also need multiple-address connection technology. Such as mobile communication, spread spectrum communication and microwave communication. [4]

2. TDMA

TDMA is a kind of digital multiple-address technology. It makes satellite receive every earth station terminal’s signal in the separated slot time which is called Burst. This kind of technology can avoid intermodulation products which caused by repeaters’ nonlinearity in FDMA. Ground terminal must have certain time and range of satellite system, which makes the sent signal reach satellite correctly in the prescribed slot time. Fig.3 shows the typical TDMA net structure. In this kind of net structure, every high bit-rate Burst signal (such as orthogonal PSK modulation) can reach satellite in the prescribed slot time. Because only one signal can enter satellite repeater at any slot time, there isn’t any intermodulation products which caused by instant nonlinearity. We should notice that the bit-rate of transmitting signal usually is higher than ground terminal’s continuous input bit-rate. Comparing with FDMA system, TDMA has the following characteristics:

- Satellite repeater can operate near the saturation point, so it can use satellite power effectively.
- In TDMA, the capacity can’t be decreased which the net stations’ number adding. After accepting DSI technology, the transmission capacity has been added almost one time. One INTELSAT-V satellite repeater which operates at 80MHz can provide 1600 pieces of 64kb/s speech channels without accepting DSI technology. It can provide 3200 speech channels whose frequency is 64kb/s after having accepted DSI technology.
- We can add new business or change the present business by changing the length and position of Burst.[5]

Fig. 3. TDMA net structure
3. System structure

Every TDMA earth station has digital bit stream which is parallel input or analog signal stream which has been digitalized. Fig.4 and Fig.5 show that these signals have been send every earth station. These sent signals are located in the TDMA frame. TDMA receiver demodulates the TDMA frame which from sending terminal and multiple-address multiplexer, and then divide these signals into serial digital signal stream which are independent each other. The TDMA signal consists of a group of Burst signals which from earth station. Fig.5 shows that there is a small slot time in every two Burst signals, which is called protecting time. It makes the interfacing two Burst pulses be not overlapped each other. The first Burst signal in TDMA frame doesn’t have any business information, and it is only used to control net and synchronization, which is called Reference Burst signal. The period of TDMA frame is the integral multiple of 125μs, which is corresponding to the frequency of 8 kHz. Every Burst signal is sent as the period of TDMA frame.

![Sending TDMA data](image1)

![Receiving data of TDMA](image2)
Fig. 4 is the format of business frame. In one TDMA frame, information bit stream are be distributed groups, which are called Burst signal. Every Burst signal includes the information which from someone interface module to another corresponding earth station information. In front of information bit, there is a group of bits, which is called header. It is used to control synchronization and net. The reference frame only consists of header, and the ordinary frame header includes the following parts:[6]

- Bit timing of inversion recovery and carrier. It can provide the needed carrier reference and location timing timer which used in receiving terminal.
- Unique word. It is used to recognize TDMA frame’s starting position and every bit’s position.
- Order wire bit word. It is used to transmit work phone and information via telex.
- Control word. It is used to transmit net management information.

4. Synchronization of TDMA system

TDMA system is about several different synchronization problems.

When demodulate Burst PSK carrier, we must recover carrier and bit timing in starting part’s inversion recovery of every frame. So, the usual TDMA demodulator uses rapid circuit to recover carrier and timing signal.[7]

We should time the every Burst signal. This kind of synchronization can prevent frames which from all earth stations to be overlapped in satellite repeater, which is called frame synchronization. Frame synchronization can make every pulse enter satellite repeater with respect to reference pulse keeping the prescribed timing difference. We have studied the following several methods which aiming at the frame synchronization:

- Synchronization of global beam: Every transmitting station acquires the timing error by checking the received signal sequence.
- Synchronization of feedback: After having checked the timing error, the receiving station or reference station sends the frame position error information to sending station by means of control channel.
- Synchronization of open loop: Confirming transmitting timing by computing or measuring the distance from every station to satellite.

We should notice that the synchronization of frame is on the basis of close loop mode. These synchronizations require that every station can receive the sent frame.

On the other hand, if the TDMA-SS used in the system, the down transmission should use point beam. So it must use others synchronization modes. Because every Burst signal must send in accordance with different address using different beam which can be realized by satellite switching matrix. TDMA frame uses a kind of synchronous switching sequence, and we can transmit information by using one or more fixed slot time.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have discussed modulation technology, multiple-address technology, coding technology, signal processing technology, satellite communication net, satellite communication link and TV broadcast by satellite, which are all used in satellite communication. What we have studied has great significance to the satellite ground station’s maintenance and adjusting.
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